
iZotope Repair Season
Save up to 50% on iZotope’s award-winning suite, RX 10, 

and lock in a free upgrade to RX 11 – coming soon!

RX 10 Elements (MSRP: $99)  
Made for content creators and home studios, iZotope RX Elements is a 
budget-friendly noise reduction and audio repair toolkit powered by 
world-class technology. Repair Assistant streamlines the same tools used 
by the pros to quickly correct common audio issues.

RX 10 Standard (MSRP $399)
RX 10 Standard is a powerful toolkit for audio cleanup in music and post 
production. From cleaning up tracks in seconds with Repair Assistant to 
surgically rebalancing stereo mixes with Music Rebalance, RX 10 is the 
perfect mix of audio aid and creative tools.

RX 10 Elements $49

RX 10 Standard $299

RX 10 Advanced (MSRP $1199)
RX 10 Advanced is the complete audio repair suite, trusted by leading post 
production engineers. Navigate by speech, re-synthesize missing 
frequencies, and much more – with multichannel support (up to 10 
channels).

RX 10 Advanced $799

This special o�er is valid from April 9, 2024, until May 14, 2024. Free upgrades to RX Elements, Standard, and Advanced will be delivered electronically via email upon 
release of RX 11.
Upgrades are valid for the equivalent version of RX 11 only.

Post Production Suite 7.5 (MSRP $1799)
RX Post Production Suite 7.5 gives you the tools you need to fix noisy 
production audio, bring stories to life, and send final deliverables at the 
right specifications, including RX 10 Advanced, Neutron 4 Advanced, 
Dialogue Match, Insight 2, Symphony 3D and Stratus 3D surround reverbs 
by Exponential Audio, and more.

Post Production Suite 7.5 $999

Step 1: Save on RX 10 right now
Step 2: Save your tracks from audio flaws
Step 3: Get RX 11’s equivalent version free when it launches in May

Get RX 11 free


